
Autumn Term 1

Purple Class 

Curriculum Intent 

Child centered learning encompasses opportunities for pupils 
to learn and develop their confidence and skills through a 

broad, differentiated, and creative curriculum.  Our philosophy 
incorporates flexibility in order that children can access a 
variety of experiences throughout their time with us. Our 

curriculum is devised so that pupils follow a pathway that will 
have the most effective impact on their individual 

development. 

Introduction:

This half term looks like a busy one!

We will be looking stories on a theme in English. We will continue to 
focus on all areas of maths.   During our daily 20 20 sessions. We will 

have weekly reading sessions, phonics, comprehension and many more 
skills.  We are going to make our Egyptian artifacts and we will be 

learning lots of facts about Egypt. 

English:

In our English this half term we will be exploring stories on a 
theme.  The focus will be Feeling at Home. 

We will discuss plan and write stories based on those we read. 

Maths:

We will work on our individual Maths targets using a range of 
fun and engaging activities including games, puzzles daily in 20 

20 sessions and maths learning. Our learning will be 
sequences, addition and subtraction, mmultiplication and 

division, 3D Shape, number and place value, fraction and time, 
Measure and Data.

Art

We will use clay to create an Egyptian sculpture. Using 
tools safely to create intricate patterns 

Geography.

We will be exploring the country Egypt . 

Learning about about the importance of the Nile to life in 
Egypt. We will be making  a simulation model of Egypt with 

the River Nile flowing through it using cress seeds to 
simulate crops

Science:  The Art of Living.  

In Science we will become experts in States of Matter! 

We will carry out  practical enquiries and classify 

materials into different states. 

Music:

Hey You

In music this half term our focus will be:

Learning lyrics and perform a song as a group

I can’t wait to hear the songs that they learn with James.

Physical Education

Let’s get Active!

This term we will be improving our swimming and 
football  skills through weekly specialist coaching.

In our PE lessons we be playing team games.. 

Computing

Exploring social media, learning about the 
different social media platforms available and how 
to stay safe. We will be looking at the advantages 
and disadvantages of using social media. 

. 

SMSC

Celebrating Differences 

In our Jigsaw sessions we will focus Assumptions and

stereotypes about gender Understanding bullying

Standing up for self and others 

What do people around me believe?

We will be exploring the range of diversity of religious 
traditions and identify and reflect on similarities and 

differences. 

Mummy Day 

Egypt


